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2021-22 Spear Study Club Agenda 

Dates are set 

Topics for Sept and Oct meetings have been established 

Topics and Presenters from Nov-May will vary by case and presenter.  I have placeholder topics 

listed with each date, but those topics can be shifted.   

 

Date Topic Video / Speaker Action Items: 

Sept 2 - Kick off meeting 1. Welcome 

introductions 

2. Who intends to renew 

study club? (Oct 2021) 

3. Study Club vision 

4. Commit to attending 

virtual seminar 

together: Art of Tx 

planning + 

Interdisciplinary Case 

Management 

5. Sign up for Campus 

workshops 

1. FGTP  

2. Worn Dentition 

 

Offer opportunity for 

others to bring in cases 

they would like to share. 

minimum requirement for 

tx planning: 

- Photos : spear 

minimum 6 ( repose / 

full smile , anterior 

retracted , laterals and 

occlusal)  - take a photo  

- X-rays  

- Perio charting 

- Models  

Leading an 

interdisciplinary team (44 

minutes: can be viewed on 

Spear Online education) 

 

After watching the video it 

will lead to next month’s 

discussion: 

 

Communication & 

Collaboration of 

Interdisciplinary cases.  

- we will use this format of 

discussion for all future tx 

presentations to put the 

emphasis on how 

communication occurred, 

or failed, and how we can 

improve it.  

Contact Spear Advisor to 

set up our seminar dates 

and enroll members into 

workshops. ( Katrece: note 

which members are 

Faculty club b/c there 

needs to be enough room 

in a workshop for people 

to audit) 

1. Plan to attend Art of 

Tx Planning seminar 

(Dec. 10-11 

conference room) 

2. Plan to attend 

Interdisciplinary Case 

Management seminar 

(Jan 21-22, 2022 

conference room) 

3. FGTP Spear campus 

workshop interest: 

(Nov 5-7)  

4. Worn Dentition: Spear 

campus workshop 

interest: ( Jan 13-15, 

2022). Note: Dr Chris 

wong , Michelle wong, 

Nicole hoang, Dr. 

Kwon are already 

registered.   
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Date Topic Video / Speaker Action Items: 

Oct /21 Communication and 

Collaboration of 

interdisciplinary cases  

1. Team communication: 

the referral process 

1. What information 

does every team 

member need to 

do their 

evaluation?  

2. How does GP 

communicate the 

restorative tx plan 

3. Review clinical 

findings with 

patient. 

4. Present & discuss 

the tx plan, and 

finances 

5. Coordinating 

order of treatment 

and timeline 

among the team.  

6. Ongoing 

communication 

during treatment. 

Until completion.  

 VIDEO = ortho 

restorative connections 

Dr. Chris Wong will  

select the most relative 

video  from the series.  

Chris Completed Case 

Myrna Lucas Fleming 

(implants / worn dentition/ 

transposed tooth forward)  

-Hoss ortho 

-Ali implant 

(Kourosh extracted tooth 

____) 

- 45 min case 

presentation FGTP and 

how he came up with 

preliminary plan 

- Discuss the completion 

of the case. 

- Moderator to discuss 

- EFSB:   

 

Nov 4 Worn dentition - Pathway 

wear and ortho/restorative 

communication:  how 

much to shallow the 

guidance? 

 

 

Joe Wilcox  

- 19 y.o Jack Williams  

 

Chris = Dave  
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Date Topic Video / Speaker Action Items: 

Dec 2.  DEC 10-11 Art of 

Tx planing @ Alijanian’s 

meeting room  

1. Plan to attend Art of 

Tx Planning seminar 

(Dec. 10-11  

Esthetic Communication: 

Gummy smile/ Crown 

lengthening ‘ Grafting  

Ashwarya, Jessica fuller  

 

Julie: start case - Jessica: 

team = perio, ortho, 

possibly OS for ridge 

augmentation, possibly OS 

for orthognathic 

 

 Move this topic to Nov 4 

Jan 20 Implant communication 

- prosthetically driven tx 

planning,  guided,  

- Planning in the esthetic 

zone 

- Soft tissue management  

Nicole:  Frank Vasquez  

- 
 

Feb 24 Implant Grafting 

evaluation and planning:  

- Ridge augmentation  

- Sinus 

- socket 

- perio attached gingiva 

  

March 3 Ortho/ perio:  identifying 

patients at risk for 

recession, managing 

recession etc.  

Julie: Marcella Alluralde 

Julie  
 

April 14  Ortho: expansion 

SFOT, MARPE, Surgery 

Chris, Nicole , Julie   

May 5 Ortho vs Orthognathic 

-understanding how to 

evaluate - cases with 

transverse and AP 

deficiency 

- who is the surgeon/ 

kaiser that would need to 

be consulted with.   

Lovell abungan  

Jessica fuller  
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Date Topic Video / Speaker Action Items: 

 Other possible topics: 

- airway 

- Pediatric facial 

development 

- Periodontal Grafting 

- Ortho restorative: 

managing spaces 

- Implant maintenance / 

peri-implantitis 

- Airway/ restorative 

management 

- Inter office 

communication for 

overall case 

acceptance.  (+ fee 

management ) 

  

 

 


